WE'VE DONE A NUMBER OF THINGS IN 2013!

CELEBRATED 31 YEARS OF SERVICE

3,533 FLIGHTS FLOWN

1,097 PASSENGERS SERVED

SURPASSED 59,000 FLIGHTS SINCE 1983

1,500+ PASSIONATE VOLUNTEERS

13 STATES COVERED

PILOT IN-KIND DONATIONS $2,283,745

9 PAID STAFF

1,340 FLIGHTS DONATED BY ALASKA AIRLINES

NEW 233 MEMBERS

THANKS FOR HELPING US SOAR TO NEW HEIGHTS!

4-STAR RATING FROM CHARITY NAVIGATOR FOR THE THIRD YEAR IN A ROW
Jade is a two-year-old from Montana who is being treated for neuroblastoma at Seattle Children’s Hospital. Mom Nicole is out of work so she can stay and care for Jade during treatment. They didn’t have the means to fly or drive over the Cascades. Angel Flight West provided the transportation so Jade could access the treatment her little eyes needed. Jade provided the smiles and charm for the eight volunteer pilots who flew her last year.

Larry must make repeated and timely visits to UCLA for his treatment. Due to his lung cancer, he cannot endure nor afford the lengthy car trips, especially with Southern California traffic. As pilot Tom Close noted about this particular flight, “The events around Larry and this flight are indeed emblematic of Angel Flight West. AFW puts in touch those in need, and those of us with the luxury of giving back, using the opportunities, and capabilities in our lives where they can have the biggest impact.”

Three year-old Keshau and his mother Brianna fly from Fresno to Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital to be treated for biliary artesia. Keshau needs a new liver. His family has limited income and can’t afford transportation. Lucile Packard Children’s hospital is the closest medical facility that can treat his condition and help him until they can find a new liver. Angel Flight West makes reaching his medical appointments possible and gives Keshau and Brianna reason to smile.

We want to say “Thank you to all who donated in 2013! Thank you for your sustaining support. You make possible the day-to-day work of Mission Operations that matches volunteer pilots with people asking for help to reach the care that improves and saves their lives. We can't arrange these life-changing trips without your generous support!” To see a list of our supporters, please click here.

Thank you to our compassionate, generous, and amazing pilots who donate the gift of flight to those in need! To view a list of all those who flew flights for AFW in 2013, please click here. These are our Angels!

Financials

We work very hard to be as efficient as we can to serve as many people in need as possible. The charts below depict how we raise and spend generously donated funds.

**TOTAL 2013 REVENUE: $4,035,526**

**TOTAL 2013 EXPENSES: $4,367,938**